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November was a busy month : Mid-term 
elections resulting in a split Congress be-
tween Democrats and Republicans, a G20 
meeting in Indonesia that saw Joe Biden and 
Xi-Jinping reengaging, and a rebound in 
Chinese equities fueled by hopes of a grad-
ual end to the “Zero-Covid” policies and 
newly announced support measures for the 
Real Estate sector. This is without mention-
ing the major factor that was the release of 
sequentially lower and better than expect-
ed inflation figures.

Without any doubt, a 7.7% increase in US CPI and 

6.3% in US Core CPI, albeit elevated, these figures 

marked a noticable deceleration and improvement 

compared to previous highs. That’s all it took for 

investors to be convinced that inflation has reached 

its peak and bet on a FED pivot… 

It is aslo true that the decline in commodity pric-

es over the past six months, against a backdrop of 

recession fears, represent a more favorable basis 

for comparison and good reason to believe that in-

f lation will continue to come down, most notably 

thanks to a decrease in the energy and food com-

ponents (graph 1). Lets take note that West Texas 

Intermediate is currently trading at around $78/

barrel compared to for reference, $70 a year ago. 

This situation is quite different to that at the be-

gining of the year when oil price stood at $88 ( Jan 

’22) compared to $54 ( Jan ‘21) Having said that, 

a deceleration may be harder to come by for the 

“Core” index. YES, with supply chains normaliz-

ing, the inf lationary impacts on some components 

(such as used car vehicles – a 4% weight in the CPI 

basket, up to 1/3 of its increase last year) are van-

ishing. NO, it will not easily return to pre-COV-

ID lows as the price/wage loop is well entrenched 

1. EDITORIAL 
WHEN INFLATION COMES DOWN...

G1 : US CPI – BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENTS

Source : Bloomberg, BLS, Banque Eric Sturdza 
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and as “shelter” – 30% weight in the CPI basket – 

should continue to weigh moving forward... If the 

reasons to believe in inf lation peaking are active 

and real, the FED’s pivot seems a little premature 

at this stage. It will take more than one data point 

for the Federal Reserve to reverse its actions, and 

the decline could prove laborious in the absence of 

a recession. 

In the meantime, investors who were negatively af-

fected early in the year due to the positive corre-

lation between fixed income and equity markets, 

are now seeing the same correlation at play with 

the two asset classes rebounding together Few as-

set classes are excluded from this temporary upturn 

except perhaps crypto-currencies. It must be said 

that between margin calls, cascading hedge fund 

and crypto player bancruptcies (and what appears 

to be a massive fraud at FTX, one of the main cryp-

to exchanges), little has been spared in the crypto 

eco-system. If the losses are massive and in some cas-

es permanent, fortunatel the deflagration remains 

for now confined to the world of cryptos.

It will take more than one data point for 

the Federal Reserve to reverse its action, 

and the decline could prove laborious  

in the absence of a recession.

China blowing hot and cold

After the pullback experienced by Chinese markets 

following the announcement of the new Standing 

Committee in October, the exact opposite is hap-

pening this month : Chinese equities rebounded 

strongly, helped by unprecedented support mea-

sures for the real estate sector (CNY 250bn plan), 

and by hopes of further easing of zero-Covid po-

licies. Chinese domestic investors did not miss the 

boat, as they were the ones that replaced foreign 

investors who capitulated last month. If significant 

changes to zero-Covid policies seem inevitable in 

light of growing social unrest, timing and implica-

tions remains unclear as increasing infections may 

not encourgae a rapid end to lockdowns and dis-

ruption to supply chains could prove tricky to han-

dle. While the political risk remains high, China is 

one of the few economies that should grow in 2023 

and continues to trade at depressed valuation levels.  

The year 2022 is not yet over and already 
2023 could also prove quite volatile. Stagfla-
tion risk may be followed by Recession risk.  
All of this must be factored into how we build 
our portfolios for the year ahead: Increased 
allocations in fixed income plus hedge funds 
after years without, more contrarian geo-
graphical choices and seeking out trading 
opportunities.  Quite a schedule ahead!  
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2. FIXED INCOME 
INFLATION? WHAT INFLATION?

United States: an encouraging 
consumer price index

With the inf lation index down to +7.7% annua-

lized and “only” +6.3% excluding food and ener-

gy for the month of October, the markets began to 

hope for a pullback at the end of the year, synony-

mous with a less aggressive Fed. Whatever the rea-

sons for the generalized bull market in risky assets 

(Fed and inf lation, Midterms, China or the FTX 

debacle), it remains clear that the long end of the 

curve is now closer to our 3.70% target than to the 

4.50% level feared by some investors and expected 

by others (including ourselves) to increase again in 

duration. One last factor emerged at the end of the 

month and also contributed to good performance 

in US long rates: the strong rise in Covid cases in 

China led to large popular protests against the ze-

ro-Covid policies being implemented. Some of them 

were directly targeted against the Chinese leaders 

and even Xi-Jinping was not spared. Over the mon-

th, Credit markets also rebounded and the outstan-

ding monthly performance of investment grade as 

well as hybrid credit was seen as a sign that we had 

probably reached the lowest point.

The release of lower US inflation figures  

is a good sign but there is still a long way 

to go to get down from 7.7% to 2%.

No rest for the Fed

The release of lower US inflation figures is a good 

sign but there is still a long way to go to get down 

from 7.7% to 2%. The Fed is not going to stop just 

because one monthly data point is encouraging. 

The FED will therefore continue to pursue a res-

trictive policy by continuing to raise rates. These 

rate hikes will probably be smaller than in the re-

cent past, with the steps reduced from 75 to 50 ba-

sis points.  It will also pursue its second goal of 

drastically reducing the size of its balance sheet. 

All of this points to a continued inversion of the 

US yield curve, dragging in its wake the German 

yield curve, whose slope had remained normal until 

now. Short-term rates are rising, allowing “buy and 

hold” strategies on senior and subordinated loans 

to generate substantial returns. Long rates are fal-

ling and offer the prospect of capital gains in 2023 

for “long duration” strategies. But 2022 is not over 

yet: all eyes are now on December 14 and the last 

FOMC of the year.
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3. EQUITIES 
A WINTER UPTURN

The equity markets continued to rebound 
in November, by nearly 7.8% (MSCI ACWI). 
October started with an almost identical in-
crease at first (6.5% for the MSCI ACWI) fol-
lowed by a slight hesitation phase. On No-
vember 10, sequentially lower and slightly 
weaker than expected inflation figures (US 
CPI) won out over the more pessimistic and 
propelled the main world indices upwards 
once again.

Total returns for this year are now: MSCI China 

-29.6%, Nasdaq 100 -27.2%, S&P500 -15.5%, Stoxx 

Europe 600 -6.7% and Nikkei 225 -1.5%. The re-

cent market moves and market upturn remind us 

how important it is to stay committed for the long 

term and not yield to panic.

So are we in a situation in which the macroeconomic 

landscape and fundamentals have changed? Or are 

investors expectations resulting from a FED pivot 

too high ? Or is this just a technical rally fueled by 

depressed valuations, seasonality (year-end rally) 

and technical factors (depressed investor sentiment, 

“window dressing” before the end of the year) ?

The reason for this surge is therefore not unani-

mously clear. The time for the FED to adopt a less 

hawkish  attitude will come … But a single data 

point and the positive inf lation surprise clearly do 

not seem enough to justify such a drastic change in 

the FED’s attitude.

.

From a technical perspective, the indices are now 

reaching overbought levels according to the Rela-

tive Strength Index (RSI).  Citi’s economic surprises 

indicator has been fairly stable since September, 

and the AA II BULL/BEAR sentiment indicator 

that collect bullish and bearish readings amongst 

indicators no longer indicate a situation in which 

bearish investors are prevailing (contrarian signal), 

although investors positioning themselves as “Neu-

tral” are making a strong come back towards the 

end of the month.

The recent market moves  

and market upturn remind us how 

important it is to stay committed for  

the long term and not yield to panic.

From a valuation perspective, markets were clear-

ly pricing some of the worst outcomes, particularly 

in Europe as we wrote last month. This valuation 

factor is one we are keeping in mind, as the one of 

a change of paradigm by the FED or the macroe-

conomic situation seems premature at this stage.

In any case, the winter picture is encouraging and 

comforting in this very volatile year. On the war 

front, Ukraine also seems to be gaining ground and 

pushing Russians troops back to the Donbas and 

their own borders, though not without difficulty. 

It is worth noting that Oil is now trading around 

$80 a barrel (Brent), which should allow for a lull 

in overall price rises.
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But China continues to blow 
Hot and Cold...

The Chinese economy is still paralyzed by the Zero 

Covid policy enacted 2 years ago and reaffirmed by 

government during the last congress in October. If 

the important real estate crisis started in 2021 shows 

signs of slowing down, the Chinese lockdowns conti-

nues to weigh not only on Chinese markets but also 

impact the rest of the world through supply chain 

disruptions. While the OECD predicts that global 

GDP growth will be largely supported by Emerging 

Markets, most notably Asia in 2023 (nearly ¾ of the 

world GDP growth in 2023), a marked slowdown 

in China would have significant consequences at a 

time when European and American economies are 

on the brink of recession.

The Zero Covid strategy has in recent days trig-

gered population revolt with increasingly large de-

monstrations in many cities. However, one of the 

provinces has already eased some restrictions in the 

fight against Covid after major social movements 

by employees and against a backdrop of rare hos-

tility towards the president. Xi Jinping is certain-

ly well aware that his country’s economic rise also 

depends on a form of social tranquility. The go-

vernment may therefore take measures to ease the 

situation on a national scale in order to avoid per-

sistent social disorder, which would most certainly 

damage the country’s stability and the image of its 

leaders internationally.

While the Chinese domestic market is un-
dervalued (CSI 300 PE 13.6x), nationwide 
anti-Covid relief measures could trigger a 
powerful and rapid rebound. The very low 
valuation of Chinese equities would amplify 
this rally, while from a macroeconomic 
point of view, China still seems to diverge 
strongly from the situation that the other 
major world economies are going through 
and is better positioned for a strong rebound 
in the coming months.

G2 : CSI 300 PRICE LEVEL INDEX (LHS) / CSI300 P/E RATIO (RHS)

Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza 
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5. PERFORMANCES

Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza, 29/11/2022 * Natural Gas +94% YTD.
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Legal information

This document intends to provide information and opinions on dif-

ferent matters. It is intended only for this purpose. This document 

does not constitute an advice, an offer nor a solicitation by Banque 

Eric Sturdza S.A. or on behalf of Banque Eric Strudza S.A. to buy 

or sell any financial instrument or to subscribe to any financial in-

strument. This document does not contain any recommendation per-

sonal or generic and does not take into account the investment ob-

jectives, financial situation or needs, or knowledge and experience 

of any persons. This document does not contain any offer or any 

solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any financial services or to 

participate in any financial strategy in any jurisdiction. It does not 

constitute an advertisement or an investment recommendation or a  

research or strategy recommendation. Moreover, it is provided for 

informational and illustrative purposes only and does not contain fi-

nancial analysis. This document mentions and presents benchmarks 

which may only be used for comparison. The information provided 

must not be relied on and must not be the only source to make a de-

cision about financial investments. It is also not a legal or tax advice, 

or any recommendation about any kind of financial services and is 

not intended to constitute any kind of basis on which to make a de-

cision on a financial investment. Banque Eric Sturdza SA is not re-

sponsible and may not be held responsible for any loss arising from 

decision taken on the basis of the information provided in this doc-

ument or for any liabilities arising from such decision. Although all 

due diligence has been performed to ensure that this information is 

accurate at the time of its publication, no guarantee is given regard-

ing its accuracy, exhaustiveness or reliability. The information pro-

vided may change, even immediately after publication and there is 

no obligation to provide an up to date information at any time. Fur-

thermore, the information provided in this document do not intend 

to provide all the legal and necessary information on financial in-

struments or on issuers. Other publications from Banque Eric Stur-

dza SA may in the past or in the future reach different conclusions 

from the information contained in this document. Furthermore, the 

present document and the information provided do not in any way 

engage the responsibility of Banque Eric Sturdza S.A., its affiliated 

companies, or its employees. 

The Bank’s premices are currently renovated. We are happy to wel-

come you in our temporary offices.

Information on risks

Investments are subject to a variety of risks. Before taking any deci-

sion of investment or entering in any transaction, any investor should 

request detailed information on the risks associated with the decision 

of investment and with the financial investment. Some type of prod-

ucts are in general bearing higher risks than others but general rules 

cannot be relied on. It is remembered that past performance is not 

a reliable indication of future results and that historical returns and 

past performance as well as financial market scenarios are not relia-

ble indicator of future performance, significant losses remaining al-

ways possible. The value of any investment depends also on the fact 

that the base currency of the portfolio is different from the currency 

of the investment subject to the foreign exchange rates. The exchange 

rates may f luctuate and adversely affect the value of the investment 

when it is realized and converted in the base currency of the portfolio. 

Distribution information

This document is not directed towards specified jurisdictions or to-

ward specific person or entity resident in a specific jurisdiction and 

doesn’t constitute any act of distribution, in jurisdiction where such 

publication or such distribution is contrary to the applicable law or 

regulation or would be contrary to any mandatory license require-

ment. This document is provided for the sole use of its recipient and 

must not be transferred to a third person or reproduced.

We are renovating our main building. Meanwhile, our 

teams continue to welcome you in new premices. 


